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Abstract—The Teacher-Student (T-S) framework is widely uti-
lized in the classification tasks, through which the performance of
one neural network (the student) can be improved by transferring
knowledge from another trained neural network (the teacher).
Since the transferring knowledge is related to the network
capacities and structures between the teacher and the student,
how to define efficient knowledge remains an open question. To
address this issue, we design a novel transferring knowledge,
the Self-Attention based Inter-Class Correlation (ICC) map
in the output layer, and propose our T-S framework, Inter-
Class Correlation Transfer (ICCT). Notably, the analysis of
our ICCT illustrates that the student combines with its own
belief comprehensively adopting the teachers ICC map, rather
than curtly mimic the teacher. Since the ICC map can impose
effective regularization, the knowledge from the teacher, which
has a higher, equal, or lower capacity than the student can
bring the benefit for the student training process. Experimental
results on the CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ILSVRC2012 image
classification datasets demonstrate that our ICCT can improve
the student’s performance and outperform other state-of-the-
art T-S frameworks in T-S application scenarios with different
network capacities and structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of deep neural networks, considerable
attractive approaches have been made to tackle challeng-
ing tasks. Though numerous studies have been conducted
to improve the model performance, the improvement which
only relying on enlarging the number of parameters [1], [2]
or searching for more complex network structures [3], [4]
becomes increasingly difficult.
To overcome the difficulty, a supervised learning framework
- Teacher-Student (T-S) framework - was proposed to pro-
mote the generalization accuracy of some neural network (the
student) by bringing in transferring knowledge from another
neural network (the teacher) [5]. Since the generalization
accuracy can be regarded as the model capacity [6], we utilize
the “CapT ” and “CapS” to represent the capacity of the
student and the teacher, respectively. Furthermore, we employ
the relationship between “CapT ” and “CapS” to divide the T-
S framework’s application scenario. In Figure 1, we illustrate
the three capacity-based T-S application scenarios.
The T-S framework was popular in the model compression
area [7], as for its capability of improving the performance
of the low-capacity student with few-parameters by a high-
capacity teacher with large-parameters (CapT > CapS) [8]–
[10]. Recently, the T-S framework was proved to be also effec-
tive in improving the student performance in other capacity-
based application scenarios, CapT = CapS [11], [12] and
CapT < CapS [12], [13], in which the T-S framework
excavates the potential generalization ability of the student.
Since T-S framework transfers knowledge from the teacher
to the student, one of the critical issues is how to define
the knowledge. Hinton et al. [8] first proposed the concept
of Knowledge Distillation (KD) to guide the low-capacity
student by a trained high-capacity teacher’s softened output
(CapT > CapS), controlled by a hyperparameter called “tem-
perature”. The transferring knowledge is only related to the
categories of classification, and therefore does not constrain
the network structure between the teacher and the student.
Furlanello et al. [11], Yang et al. [13], and Yuan et al. [12]
further exploited the intrinsic mechanism of the original KD
and extended its capacity-based application scenarios where
the student has equal (CapT = CapS) and higher capacity
than the teacher (CapT < CapS).
Different from the knowledge definition in KD, another
kind of transferring knowledge was defined in hidden layers.
For instance, Zagoruyko and Komodakis [14] defined the
knowledge as the spatial attention map of the hidden-layers
outputs. Yim et al. [15] adopted the correlation matrix of
two layers’ feature maps as the knowledge. Tung and Mori
[10] and Hou et al. [16] defined the knowledge by the
similarity activation maps from hidden layers. The advantage
of these hidden-layers is that they can optimize students step
by step. However, since the feature maps of the student and
the teacher are required to have the same shape [14]–[16],
these T-S frameworks with hidden-layers knowledge have to
convert the hidden features. Due to the missing of beneficial
information during conversion processing, the performance of
these frameworks is restricted by network structures between
the teacher and the student. Furthermore, the knowledge from
hidden layers has only been explored in the CapT > CapS
scenario, and it is still unclear whether they are available in
the CapT = CapS or CapT < CapS scenario in the image
classification task.
In this paper, we define knowledge based on a new perspec-
tive, named Inter-Class Correlation (ICC), for classification
tasks. Our intuitive motivation is that it is usually difficult
to distinguish two similar classes if we can only obtain the
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Fig. 1. Three capacity-based application scenarios (CapT > CapS , CapT = CapS , CapT < CapS ). For clarity, we adopt the structure of “MLP” as
the demonstration. The purple is applied to mark the teacher, and the yellow is applied to mark the student.
information of these two classes. However, if we can compare
them with other dissimilar classes and form the ICC map, this
task could be easier. Figure 2 shows an example of the ICC
map in the CIFAR-10 dataset. Though the “Truck” and the
“Automobile” are similar, the similarity between the “Truck”
and other classes (like the “Cat”) can be different from the
similarity between the “Automobile” and the other classes (like
the “Cat”). Because the correlation of classes is only related
to the images in the dataset, it is reasonable to require that the
student and the teacher have similar ICC map corresponding
with the same input image.
To form the ICC map of knowledge, we employ the pop-
ular Self-Attention mechanism [17] on every two “logit” of
the output layer. We then use the Self-Attention based ICC
map as the transferring knowledge and propose a novel T-
S framework, named Inter-Class Correlation Transfer (ICCT).
Revealed by the analyzed gradients, the operating the student
of our ICCT does not just mimic the teacher in that class.
Instead, the student gathers all the information related to this
class in the ICC map and adds its own belief about this class.
We call this “comprehensive” learning mode, which makes
it reasonable to expect our ICCT to be applied in all three
capacity-based application scenarios.
The ICC map is only related to classification outputs, like
KD [8], rather than the hidden features [14]–[16]. Therefore,
our ICCT eliminates the restrictions of network structure on
the output shape of the hidden layer and avoids the loss
of beneficial information from the teacher. Notably, our ICC
does not introduce hyperparameters, like “temperature”, which
could change the original outputs.
To validate it, we design extensive experiments in three
capacity-based T-S application scenarios CapT > CapS ,
CapT = CapS , and CapT < CapS , in which the structure
of the teacher and student networks is unrestricted. The
experiments are conducted on three standard image classifica-
tion datasets, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [18], and ILSVRC2012
[19], which have incremental complexity. Experimental results
demonstrate that our ICCT is not only able to improve the
student’s performance but also outperform KD and hidden-
layers based T-S frameworks consistently, regardless of the
application scenarios based on different network capacities and
structures.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We design a novel T-S framework named Inter-Class
Correlation Transfer (ICCT), which uses Self-Attention
based Inter-Class Correlation as the transferring knowl-
edge. Our ICCT eliminates the restrictions of network
structure and avoids the loss of beneficial information
from the teacher.
• We analyze the gradients of the ICC map and compare
them with KD. The ICCT updates the student network in
a “comprehensive” mode, which means the student can
comprehensively study teacher’s knowledge based on its
own belief, rather than completely mimicking the teacher.
Benefited from the effective regularization of ICC, our
ICCT can be flexibly implemented in different capacity-
based T-S application scenarios.
• Experiments are conducted on three standard image
classification datasets in three capacity-based application
scenarios with different network structures to show the
outstanding performance of our framework.
II. PRELIMINARY
A. Inter-Class Correlation
The Inter-Class Correlation has been well studied in clus-
tering, measuring the relationship between categories among
clusters [20]. Benefited from the researches in clustering,
studies have been conducted to improve the classification
methods with the help of the Inter-Class Correlation. In [21],
[22], co-occurrence correlation was utilized to enforce object
recognition in images. Wen et al. [20] proposed the “center
loss” as the loss function to get inter-class dispensation and
intra-class compactness in face recognition. Wu et al. [23]
jointly learned feature relationships and exploited the inter-
class relationships for improving video classification perfor-
mance.
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Fig. 2. Examples of pairwise Inter-Class Correlation in the CIFAR-10 dataset.
“TA” means the pairwise ICC between class “Truck” and “Automobile,” and
others are the same. Though the “Truck” and the “Automobile” are hard to
distinguish, the “TC” and “TB” is different from “AC” and “AB.”
In recent years, another kind of correlation called Self-
Attention has been attractive, since the success of “Trans-
former” [17] in natural language processing. The Self-
Attention mechanism is a variant of the original attention
mechanism, which is widely used in the Encoder-Decoder
framework [24]. Unlike the original attention mechanism
extracting the correlations between the input and the output,
the Self-Attention mechanism try to capture the correlations
among different output neurons. There are various operating
modes to implement the Self-Attention mechanism, like dot
product [17], multiplicative [25], and additive [26]. To be
noticed, the Self-Attention mechanism is served as a kind
of intra-class correlations in natural language processing by
treating the output as a whole. However, in the classification
task, the output neurons correspond with different classes,
which means that the Self-Attention mechanism measures the
Inter-Class Correlation.
III. INTER-CLASS CORRELATION TRANSFER
In this section, we present our Self-Attention based T-S
framework, called Inter-Class Correlation Transfer (ICCT),
which defines the ICC map as the transferring knowledge.
We first introduce the architecture of the T-S framework and
then provide a Self-Attention based implementation of the ICC
knowledge. Based on the gradients, we finally explain how our
ICCT works, which we called ”comprehensive” mode.
A. Teacher-Student Framework
In the supervised image classification task, given a training
set D = {(x,y)|(x,y) ∈ X ×Y}, where x and y are images
and labels, the goal is to train a model f(x) :7→ X × Y ,
which is able to generalize to unseen data. In this paper, we
qualify the model to be a neural network f(x;θ) and learn the
parameters θ via Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM). The
training process is to minimize the loss function:
θ∗ = argmin
θ
Llabel(y, f(x;θ)), (1)
where Llabel is some function to measure similarity. Suppose
that there are N categories in total, and the output y′ =
f(x;θ) = (y′1, . . . , y
′
N ) is generated by:
y′i =
ezi
N∑
j=1
ezj
, (2)
where z = (z1, . . . , zN ) is the input of the last softmax
classifier and named by “logits.” Due to the unbalance between
model capacity and data space, this training process often
limits the ability of the trained model generalizing to unseen
data.
The T-S framework was proposed to tackle this problem. In
the T-S framework, the target model is treated as the student
model f(x;θS). Suppose we have got a trained teacher model
f(x;θT ). We then need to define the knowledge transferred
from f(x;θT ) to f(x;θS). One of the general definition of
the knowledge is the one in Knowledge Distillation (KD) [8],
which gets a softened the softmax distribution q by distilling
the logits z:
qi =
ezi/M
N∑
j=1
ezj/M
, (3)
where M is the soften hyperparameter, called the “temper-
ature.” Consequently, the loss function of the student model
is:
θ∗S = argmin
θS
(Llabel(y, f(x;θS)) + λKDLKD(qS ,qT )),
(4)
where LKD is a similarity measure function, and λKD con-
trols the proportion of the two parts of loss. Previous re-
searches have demonstrated its ability to promote the general-
ization ability of the student by adding the teacher’s knowledge
in the student’s loss function [8].
Other hidden-layers based knowledge very likely restricts
the output shape of the hidden layers, which is contrary to our
demands. So we omit the details of the hidden-layers based
knowledge without losing integrity.
B. Self-Attention Based Inter-Class Correlation
As illustrated in Section I, the ICC map can help the model
to make better decisions in the image classification task. To
better utilize the information contained in the outputs, we
propose a new definition of the transferring knowledge - Inter-
Class Correlation (ICC) map, which contains the fine-grained
relationship between every two classes in a mini-batch and
represents a specific pattern of data.
The implementation of the ICC map is vital in our frame-
work. To simplify the computation and explain it clearly, we
adopt the dot-product Self-Attention mechanism [17]. The ICC
map is calculated as follows.
Firstly, compute the unnormalized Self-Attention matrix by
dot-product on “logits” of the s-th sample in a mini-batch,
As = [asij ] = z
szs> ∈ RN×N . Then As should be normalized
to make it comparable within different models and thus can
(A) CNN-5 (B) ResNet-18
(C) ResNet-101 (D) ResNet-29 ( 8 x 64d )
High
ICC
Low
ICC
Fig. 3. The Self-Attention based ICC maps of the four networks with a
same input image of the CIFAR-10 dataset. The structure of networks will
explain in Section IV. The row/column in the matrix contain all the pairwise
ICC between a specific class and each class. Brighter colors indicate lower
Inter-Class Correlation extents.
be transferred. As with the normalization in training single
neural network, we choose the softmax function to generate
the normalized form A˜s = [a˜sij ] ∈ RN×N , where
a˜sij =
ea
s
ij
N∑
u=1
N∑
v=1
ea
s
uv
=
ez
s
i z
s
j
N∑
u=1
N∑
v=1
ez
s
uz
s
v
.
(5)
Finally, the matrices of all the samples should be averaged to
measure the ICC in the mini-batch,
A˜ =
1
b
b∑
s=1
A˜s, (6)
where b is the batch size. An example of the ICC maps of
four neural networks with the same input is shown in Figure
3. Apparently, the shades of the rows/columns in each matrix
are very different, revealing the difference of the ICC between
different classes. The four matrices of four neural networks are
similar, which is consistent with our illustration that the ICC
is highly related to the input.
Noteworthy, the original Self-Attention mechanism [17] has
components “key,” “query,” and “value.” In the ICC map, the
“key” and “query” are the “logits” on the one hand, which
are just like the original mechanism. On the other hand, the
“value” can be seemed as “1”, which means that each class is
equally treated.
Similar to other T-S frameworks, the hypothesis of our
ICCT is that if an input image has a specific ICC map in
the teacher network, it should have a similar ICC map in the
student network. Compared with KD, the ICC map A˜ does
not introduce additional hyperparameter “temperature” as KD
in Eq. (3) The reason is that we regard the ICC map as a
representation of the average Inter-Class Correlation, which is
determined by the samples in the mini-batch. If we add the
“temperature” like KD, we change the correlations manually
by reducing the higher correlations and amplifying the lower
correlations. The purpose of our ICCT is not to justify the
ICC artificially, but to measure it as accurate as possible.
After defining the ICC map as the transferring knowledge,
we implement it in the T-S framework to form our ICCT.
Given an input mini-batch of b images, we compute the ICC
maps of the student A˜S and the teacher A˜T according to the
corresponding “logits.” The two matrices encode the average
ICC of the input mini-batch. The loss function of our ICCT
is:
LICCT = Llabel(Y, f(X;θS)) + λICCLICC(A˜T , A˜S), (7)
where Y = (y1, . . . ,yb) and X = (x1, . . . ,xb) are the
labels and inputs in the mini-batch; λICC is a hyperparameter
to balance the influence of labels and ICC maps. In our
experiments, we set Llabel to be the cross-entropy function
and LICC to be the KL-divergence between the teacher and
The student. The framework diagram is shown in Figure 4.
C. Gradients of the ICCT
In this section, we analyze the gradients with respect to the
“logits” to interpret how our ICCT works. Suppose that there
are N classes in the dataset and b samples in each mini-batch.
In our ICCT, the gradient of LICC with respect to the
“logits” are shown in Eq. (8):
∂LICC
∂zsk,S
=
2
b
b∑
s=1
N∑
i=1
zsi,S(a˜
s
ik,S − a˜sik,T ), (8)
where a˜sik,S and a˜
s
ik,T are the corresponding element of the
student’s and the teacher’s ICC maps in the s-th sample.
The details of calculating the gradients are presented in the
supplementary material.
To illustrate the different operating mode of ICCT, we
compare its gradient with that of KD:
∂LKD
∂zsk,S
=
1
bM
b∑
s=1
(qsk,S − qsk,T )
=
1
bM
b∑
s=1
(
e(z
s
k,S/M)
N∑
j=1
e(z
s
j,S/M)
− e
(zsk,T /M)
N∑
j=1
e(z
s
j,T /M)
).
(9)
Eq. (9) reveals that the student’s each “logit” zsk,S is updated
independently by just mimicking the teacher’s “logit” zsk,T .
Each class is treated equally when minimizing the loss func-
tion.
In our ICCT, the student’s each “logit” zsk,S is updated
by gathering all the correlations between class k and all
the classes. This could bring about more information to the
student. Moreover, due to the existence of zsi,S in Eq. (8),
the student does not equally treat all the classes. Instead,
the student can decide which class should be learned more,
Mini-batch
SA
SA
SOFTMAX
label
ICC
ICCT
Teacher
Student
T
Z
S
Z
S
A
T
A
Fig. 4. ICCT Framework. This figure shows the training process of the
student in our ICCT. The purple is applied to mark the teacher, and the yellow
is applied to mark the student.
according to its own outputs. zsi,S acts as an belief weight for
the i-th class. When zsi,S is large, the student believes that
class i is possible to be the ground truth and tends to learn
more about the gap in this class between the teacher and the
student. Otherwise, the student learns less about the gaps in
the relatively less critical classes. In such a way, the student
can comprehensively study teachers knowledge based on its
own belief. We called this operating mode as “comprehensive”
mode, though which the student can learn smarter and may
obtain better generalization capability.
D. Differences With Previous Approaches
Our ICCT defines the transferring knowledge at the output
layer, similar to the traditional KD 3. Instead of using soften
outputs as KD, we employ the Self-Attention mechanism to
extract Inter-Class Correlation to form the knowledge. Other
hidden-layers based T-S frameworks [10], [14], [16] define the
transferring knowledge at the hidden layers or blocks.
To be noticed, [10], [16] recently proposed activation-
based T-S frameworks, which also utilize the concept of
correlations. However, there is a key difference between our
ICCT and these two works. In [10], [16], the knowledge is
defined by the similarity between two inputs’ activation maps.
They hypothesize that if two inputs produce highly similar
activations in the teacher network, it is beneficial to guide
the student network towards a configuration that also results
in the two inputs producing highly similar activations in the
student. However, in our ICCT, knowledge is the averaged
Inter-Class Correlation in a mini-batch. Our hypothesis is that
the correlations between classes should be determined by the
data. The ICC maps of the student and the teacher are just
two estimations about the correlations. Our ICCT is to guide
the student’s estimation close to the teacher’s estimation.
Moreover, [10] mainly concentrated in the scenario CapT >
CapS for image classification, and [16] considers the scenario
CapT = CapS for lane detection. Our ICCT is also designed
for the image classification task, but we consider more general
scenarios CapT > CapS , CapT = CapS , and CapT <
CapS . The CapT = CapS , and CapT < CapS can further
validate our hypothesis about the Inter-Class Correlation and
benefit for promoting the performance of the student when we
do not have trained high-capacity teachers.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Settings
In this section, experiments are conducted to validate the
efficiency of our ICCT in classification tasks, in which the
median error of test over the ten standard splits is reported.
The experiments implement on three common datasets,
CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [18], and large-scale dataset
ILSVRC2012 [19], and the complexity of these data
increases successively.
To demonstrate the superiority of our ICCT, we compare
the performance of commonly used frameworks Knowledge
Distillation (KD) [8], logit-transfer (LT) [27], attention transfer
(AT) [14], and Similarity-Preserving (SP) [10], Tf-KD [12]
with our framework.
1) Experimental Networks: To further illustrate that our
ICCT is not constrained by the network structure, we utilize
five kinds of networks with heterogeneous structures.
We start with a tiny toy model, a convolutional neural
network with 5 layers (CNN-5). We perform three 3 × 3 con-
volutional layers, each followed by batch normalization, max
pooling, and ReLU activation. The first convolutional layer
has 32 output channels, while the following two convolutional
layers have 64 and 128 output channels, respectively. After
that, two consecutive fully-connected layers are added. We
then choose four mainstream classification models, ResNet [6],
ResNeXt [28], WideResNet [29], and MobileNetV2 [30]. For
the sake of brevity, we abbreviate “WideResNet” as “WRN.”
Distillation between different types of the model structure
has also been considered. Based on the above five network
structures, we design four kinds of pairs between the student
and the teacher: heterogeneity of architecture, heterogene-
ity of depth, heterogeneity of width, and heterogeneity of
depth&width.
2) Experimental Scenarios: To show our ICCT can flexibly
work in capacity-based application scenarios, we split the T-S
application scenarios based on the network capacities between
the student and the teacher. We design three categories of
T-S capacity-based application scenarios: CapT > CapS ,
CapT = CapS , and CapT < CapS , where “T” and “S”
denote the teacher and the student, respectively. Specifically,
we design experiments in generations in CapT = CapS ,
which means that the student in one generation is to be the
teacher in the next generation.
For the competitors, KD and LT are tested in CapT >
CapS , CapT = CapS , and CapT < CapS . Notably, in
CapT = CapS , the KD is employed without an ensemble,
which is the same as the sequential version in [11]. Besides,
in CapT < CapS , we implement KD by adding secondary
information as the implementation in [13].
According to [10], [14], AT and SP are both scenario-
specialization approaches for CapT > CapS . Meanwhile, the
Tf-KD [12] is specific to the scenario of CapT = CapS .
B. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
We first evaluate our framework on the CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 datasets [18], which consists of 60,000 32x32
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF NETWORKS.
Networks CNN-5 WRN-16-2 WRN-28-2 MobileNetV2 ResNet-18 WRN-16-10 ResNeXt-29 WRN-28-10 ResNet-101
Parameters 0.36M 0.70M 1.48M 3.42M 11.17M 17.12M 34.43M 36.50M 42.51M
TABLE II
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO CapT > CapS ON THE CIFAR-100. “S(B)” AND “T(B)” ARE SHORT FOR “THE ERROR
RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE STUDENT” AND “THE ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE TEACHER,” RESPECTIVELY. “NA” MEANS “NOT
AVAILABLE.”
Heterogeneity S T PR S(B) T(B) KD LT AT SP ICCT ICCT+AT ICCT+SP
Architecture
CNN-5 ResNeXt-29 1:95.64 39.66 17.70 37.93 38.16 NA 37.71 37.35 37.02 36.87
MobileNetV2 ResNeXt-29 1:10.07 34.82 17.70 33.78 33.95 33.26 32.81 31.84 31.43 31.12
ResNet-18 ResNeXt-29 1:3.08 24.34 17.70 23.35 23.32 23.17 22.98 22.32 21.94 21.45
Depth
ResNet-18 ResNet-101 1:3.81 24.34 22.19 23.52 23.59 23.43 23.19 22.41 22.15 21.76
WRN-16-10 WRN-28-10 1:2.13 21.56 20.48 21.10 21.22 20.97 20.84 20.53 20.36 20.05
Width WRN-28-2 WRN-28-10 1:24.66 25.28 20.48 24.73 24.82 24.56 24.27 23.61 23.36 23.14
Depth & Width WRN-16-2 WRN-28-10 1:52.14 27.29 20.48 26.84 26.92 26.58 26.27 25.66 25.42 25.23
Architecture ResNet-101 ResNeXt-29 1:0.81 22.19 17.70 21.66 21.72 21.48 21.30 20.78 20.61 20.54
TABLE III
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO
CapT = CapS ON THE CIFAR-100.
Model Generations KD LT Tf-KD ICCT
ResNet-18
Baseline 24.34 24.34 24.34 24.34
Gen #1 23.97 23.83 23.15 22.90
Gen #2 23.62 23.96 23.32 22.97
Gen #3 23.59 23.68 23.49 22.74
Gen #4 23.84 23.63 23.22 23.08
ResNet-101
Baseline 22.19 22.19 22.19 22.19
Gen #1 21.98 21.83 21.06 20.86
Gen #2 21.80 21.86 20.73 20.95
Gen #3 21.76 21.81 20.87 20.84
Gen #4 21.91 22.04 21.45 20.87
MobileNetV2
Baseline 34.82 34.82 34.82 34.82
Gen #1 34.65 34.04 33.74 33.25
Gen #2 34.12 34.15 33.68 32.07
Gen #3 33.90 34.28 32.87 32.64
Gen #4 34.18 34.47 33.02 32.92
RGB images in uniformly distributed 10 and 100 classes, with
each class having an equal number of images.
1) Network Baselines: Based on the four mainstream clas-
sification models, we select nine baseline models includ-
ing CNN-5, WRN-16-2, WRN-28-2, MobileNetV2, ResNet-
18, WRN-16-10, ResNeXt-29, WRN-28-10, ResNet-101. The
“ResNeXt-29” is short for “ResNeXt-29(8 × 64d).” The
parameters of baseline networks on the CIFAR-100 are shown
in Table I.
2) Training Settings: For datasets CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-
100, We applied the standard horizontal flip and random
crop data augmentation. The training protocols of CNN-5 and
residual networks are not the same. For CNN-5, we train it by
Adam with batch size 256 (140 epochs; an initial learning rate
of 0.001, decayed by a factor of 0.2 at epochs 40, 80, and 120).
For residual networks, We use the standard Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) with a weight decay of 0.0001 and a Nesterov
momentum of 0.9 (200 epochs; an initial learning rate of 0.1,
decayed by a factor of 0.2 at epochs 60, 120, and 160). For
KD, we set M = 4 on the CIFAR-10, following the experi-
ments [8], [10], [12], and M = 10 on the CIFAR-100. The
weights of the knowledge transfer loss are obtained by held-
out validation as in [10] on a subset of the training set (CIFAR-
10/100: λICC = 1500/1800, λKD&λTf−KD = 300/800,
λLT = 80/150, λAT = 1000/400 and λSP = 1600/550).
3) Results and Discussions: Following the capacity set-
tings, we show the corresponding experimental results in the
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The part of the experi-
mental results of CIFAR-10 is shown in the appendix.
• CapT > CapS .
In Table II, the first seven T-S pairs are composed of
the high-capacity teacher with large parameters and the low-
capacity student with small parameters for the approach of
model compression. The last pair in this table is the high-
capacity teacher with small parameters and the low-capacity
student with large parameters, which is more suitable for
model optimization. Therefore, we can observe from this table,
in our ICCT, no matter how many times the parameters of the
teacher network differ from those of the student network, the
transferring information of the teacher can always help the
student improve the capability.
As shown in II, our ICCT can be applied in all the
heterogenous T-S pairs. However, due to the restriction of
network structure in AT, AT can not handle the heterogeneous
teacher and student, which are so diverse, e.g., the student
of CNN-5 with the teacher of ResNet-18. Meanwhile, the
missing information of transferring information from hidden
layers, e.g., the missing information of channel dims in AT,
the missing information of spatial dims and spatial dims in
TABLE IV
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO CapT < CapS ON THE CIFAR-100. “S(B)” AND “T(B)” ARE SHORT FOR “THE ERROR
RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE STUDENT” AND “THE ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE TEACHER,” RESPECTIVELY.
Heterogeneity S T S(B) T(B) KD LT ICCT
Architecture
ResNeXt-29 CNN-5 17.70 39.66 17.58 17.61 17.48
ResNeXt-29 MobileNetV2 17.70 34.82 17.49 17.55 17.41
ResNeXt-29 ResNet-18 17.70 24.34 17.43 17.46 17.33
Depth
ResNet-101 ResNet-18 22.19 24.34 21.96 22.07 21.23
WRN-28-10 WRN-16-10 20.48 21.56 20.28 20.35 20.07
Width WRN-28-10 WRN-28-2 20.48 25.28 20.32 20.38 20.15
Depth & Width WRN-28-10 WRN-16-2 20.48 27.29 20.37 20.41 20.26
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Fig. 5. Distributed visualization of Feature maps. Feature maps come from the four training methods for resnet-18 on the CIFAR-10. Figuer (A) represents
the feature map visualization of the baseline network. Figure (B) represents the feature map visualization of the student, which is trained by our ICCT in the
CapT < CapS scenario. Figure (C) represents the feature map visualization of the student, trained by our ICCT in the CapT = CapS scenario. Figure
(D) represents the feature map visualization of the student, trained by our ICCT in the CapT > CapS scenario.
SP, introduces a negative impact on learning results.
This table illustrates that our ICCT can systematically
improve the performance of the students in the CIFAR-100
dataset. Moreover, the error rates of students trained by ICCT
are lower than other competitors regardless of the compression
rate and different types of network architecture, showing the
superiority of our framework. Furthermore, due to defining
the knowledge at the output layer, our ICCT is easy to
extend by adding other hidden-layers based knowledge transfer
techniques and obtained preferable performance.
• CapT = CapS .
In this scenario, the student is taught by itself in gen-
erations. As shown in Table III, the students in our ICCT
perform better than themselves in all generations. Similar
to the phenomenon in [11], training models with our ICCT
for multiple generations leads to inconsistent but positive
improvements, which saturates after a few generations. This
improvement demonstrates that the Self-Attention based Inter-
Class Correlation is useful.
• CapT < CapS .
In this scenario, the student is taught by a low-capacity
teacher. Generally speaking, a low-capacity teacher can not
teach the high-capacity student well. However, the results in
Table IV show that the high-capacity model can also learn
something useful from the low-capacity model. Though the
low-capacity teacher transfers a gentler supervision signal, the
Inter-Class Correlation from the teacher can serve as a generic
regularization method and reduce the risk of overfitting for the
high-capacity student.
To further analyze the effectiveness of our ICCT in
three kinds of capacity-based scenarios, we conduct two-
dimensional visualization of the feature map distribution after
the fully connected layer of Resnet-18. Following CIFAR-10
experiments, we can clearly observe from Figure 5, compared
with all students in our ICCT, the feature map distribution
of the baseline is significantly disordered. In contrast, our
ICCT devotes to cluster the feature map by reducing the
inner-class distance and expanding the inter-class distance.
In the three scenarios, the student taught by the teachers
with high-capacity, learns more compact and discriminative
representations. Besides, there are encouraging signs that even
the low-capacity teacher still has certain help for the student
to obtain the better capability of feature understanding.
C. ILSVRC2012
We now investigate the more complex ILSVRC2012 dataset
[19]. The ILSVRC2012 dataset is a popular subset of the
ImageNet database [31], which contains 1.3 million high-
resolution images and 1,000 classes in total.
1) Network Baselines: To handle the ILSVRC2012 dataset,
which is more complicated than CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100,
we choose the models with higher capacity and leave alone
the CNN-5 model.
The baselines contain ResNet-18, ResNet-50, ResNeXt-101
(64 × 4d), MobileNetV2, WRN-18-1, WRN-18-2, WRN-
34-1, WRN-34-2 We abbreviate ResNeXt-101 (64 × 4d) as
ResNeXt-101.
2) Training Settings: Due to the complex of the
ILSVRC2012 dataset, a series of data-augmentation tech-
niques are applied, including cropping, rescaling, and ran-
domly mirroring the image. For all networks, The SGD with
TABLE V
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO CapT > CapS ON THE ILSVRC2012. “S(B)” AND “T(B)” ARE SHORT FOR “THE
ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE STUDENT” AND “THE ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE TEACHER,” RESPECTIVELY.
Heterogeneity S T S(B) T(B) KD LT AT SP ICCT ICCT+AT ICCT+SP
Architecture
ResNet-18 ResNeXt-101 29.12 20.40 28.74 28.94 28. 31 28.02 27.66 27.52 27.41
MobileNetV2 ResNeXt-101 28.13 20.40 27.90 27.97 27.43 27.12 26.74 26.63 26.45
ResNet-50 ResNeXt-101 22.71 20.40 22.16 22.32 21.87 21.75 21.22 21.03 20.86
Depth
ResNet-18 ResNet-50 29.12 22.71 28.78 28.94 28.65 28.42 28.19 27.86 27.73
WRN-18-2 WRN-34-2 25.56 23.35 25.28 25.30 25.14 25.03 24.81 24.62 24.47
Width WRN-34-1 WRN-34-2 26.74 23.35 26.37 26.45 26.32 26.18 25.86 25.79 25.56
Depth & Width WRN-18-1 WRN-34-2 30.38 23.35 29.96 30.08 29.71 29.57 29.32 29.25 29.04
TABLE VI
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO
CapT = CapS ON THE ILSVRC2012.
Name Generation KD LT Tf-KD ICCT
ResNet-18
Baseline 29.12 29.12 29.12 29.12
Gen #1 29.03 29.08 28.84 28.91
Gen #2 28.94 29.13 28.75 28.66
Gen #3 28.91 28.96 28.83 28.25
Gen #4 28.97 29.04 28.72 28.41
MobileNetV2
Baseline 28.13 28.13 28.13 28.13
Gen #1 27.97 28.15 27.89 26.86
Gen #2 28.03 28.02 27.54 26.77
Gen #3 27.94 28.06 26.97 27.50
Gen #4 27.96 28.03 27.15 26.91
a weight decay of 0.0001 and a Nesterov momentum of 0.9 is
used with batch size 256 (90 epochs; an initial learning rate of
0.1, decayed by the cosine annealing). For KD, we fix M = 5,
following the experiments in [8], [12], [13]. The weights of
the knowledge transfer loss are obtained as in [10] on a subset
of the training set (λICC = 2000, λKD&λTf−KD = 350,
λLT = 100, λAT = 120 and λSP = 850).
3) Results and Discussions: The results are also presented
in three capacity-based application scenarios.
• CapT > CapS .
Due to the complexity of the task, though the advantage
of the ICCT in the ILSVRC2012 dataset is not as much as
that in the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, the ICCT still
outperforms other competitors. The possible reason is that
the teacher is also unable to completely handle the complex
task, resulting in the teacher’s ICC containing less useful
information.
• CapT = CapS .
As shown in Table VI, the improvement from our ICCT
is also inconsistent from generation to generation, which is
similar to previous CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 experiments.
The third generation of ResNet-18 in our ICCT presents the
test rate of 28.25%, which is very close to the same student
taught by ResNet-50 28.19%. This small gap demonstrates the
potential of training neural networks in generations.
• CapT < CapS .
We can observe similar results in Table VII as those in
the CIFAR-100 experiments. The ICCT can bring in relatively
little but consistent progress in different students and teachers.
Simultaneously, our ICCT still outperforms other competitors.
This experiment proves that a low-capacity teacher can still
improve the performance of high-capacity students through
the ICCT in complicated tasks.
V. RELATED WORK
A. Teacher-Student Framework
The goal of the T-S framework is training a student model
by learning from the knowledge of the teacher model to
achieve better generalizing accuracy than being trained di-
rectly. The performance of the T-S framework is sensitive to
how knowledge is defined.
Some early researches defined the knowledge at the output
layer by extracting something useful in the outputs. Hinton
et al. [8] first proposed the Knowledge Distillation (KD) by
introducing the concept of “dark knowledge,” which is the
softened output of the teacher’s softmax distribution with a
soften hyperparameter “temperature.” KD can be regarded
as a generalization of previous work [27] by setting the
“temperature” coefficient large enough.
After that, some studies turned to define the knowledge
in the hidden layers, aiming at teaching the student step
by step. Zagoruyko and Komodakis [14] forced the student
to match the attention map of the teacher (norm across the
channel dimension in each spatial location) at the end of
each residual stage. Czarnecki et al. [32] tried to minimize
the difference between the teacher and student derivatives of
the loss concerning the input. Yim et al. [15] designed a
correlation matrix of two hidden layers’ feature maps to be the
knowledge and employed Knowledge Distillation (KD) in the
final layer. Tung and Mori [10] and Hou et al. [16] defined the
knowledge by the similarity activation maps in hidden layers.
Excepting [10], the output shape of student’s hidden layers
should be similar to the teachers’, considering the complexity
of hidden features.
In the image classification task, all the above frameworks
were implemented in the application scenario of CapT >
CapS . Recently, the potential of the T-S framework has
been further explored. Based on the model capacity of the
TABLE VII
TEST ERROR (%) IN CAPACITY-BASED APPLICATION SCENARIO CapT < CapS ON THE ILSVRC2012. “S(B)” AND “T(B)” ARE SHORT FOR “THE
ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE STUDENT” AND “THE ERROR RATE OF THE BASELINE OF THE TEACHER,” RESPECTIVELY.
Heterogeneity S T S(B) T(B) KD LT ICCT
Architecture
ResNeXt-101 ResNet-18 20.40 29.12 20.26 20.34 20.15
ResNeXt-101 MobileNetV2 20.40 28.13 20.21 20.28 20.03
ResNeXt-101 resnet-50 20.40 22.71 20.16 20.25 19.97
Depth
resnet-50 ResNet-18 22.71 29.12 22.44 22.56 22.10
WRN-34-2 WRN-18-2 23.35 25.56 23.08 23.14 22.95
Width WRN-34-2 WRN-34-1 23.35 26.74 23.19 23.21 23.13
Depth & Width WRN-34-2 WRN-18-1 23.35 30.38 23.22 23.24 23.18
teacher (CapT ) and the student (CapS), the capacity-based
application scenarios of T-S frameworks could be divided into
three categories: (1) CapT > CapS ; (2) CapT = CapS ; (3)
CapT < CapS . Furlanello et al. [11] and Yuan et al. [12]
considered the scenario CapT = CapS and demonstrated the
capability of KD to improve the performance of a network
by itself in generations. Yang et al. [13] and Yuan et al. [12]
researched the more difficult scenario CapT < CapS and
find that the student’s accuracy could also be improved by
secondary information and KD in generations, although the
teacher has a lower capacity than the student.
Another important question is how to transfer the knowl-
edge between students and teachers. Inspired by generative
adversarial networks, Wang et al. [33] introduced an additional
discriminator network to the original T-S framework, and
jointly trained the student, teacher, and discriminator networks.
Other ensemble-based variants, such as Lan et al. [34], utilized
the techniques of ensemble learning to train a teacher together
with multiple students.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we study the problem of improving the
performance of a student neural network by a teacher neural
network in the classification task. To tackle this problem,
we propose a new Teacher-Student framework named Inter-
Class Correlation Transfer (ICCT), in which the transferring
knowledge is defined as the ICC map implemented by the
Self-Attention mechanism. ICC map eliminates the restrictions
of network structure between the teacher and the student,
and avoids the loss of beneficial transferring information. Our
ICCT works in a “comprehensive” mode, which means the
student can jointly utilize the fine-grained pairwise correla-
tions from the teacher and add its own beliefs. Since the
“comprehensive” mode provides an effective regularization,
our ICCT can be flexibly implemented in all capacity-based
T-S application scenarios. Experiments validate the availabil-
ity of our ICCT and show that it is superior to existing
frameworks in all capacity-based scenarios, CapT > CapS ,
CapT = CapS , and CapT < CapS , with different network
structures, regardless of the complexity of the task. Moreover,
due to defining the knowledge at the output layer, our ICCT is
easy to extend by adding other hidden-layers based knowledge
transfer techniques.
In the future, we will study other forms of ICC besides Self-
Attention and extend the pairwise correlations to tripartite or
more correlations. We believe the performance of ICCT can
be further promoted with additional Inter-Class Correlation.
Furthermore, we will consider the inter-sample correlations to
verify whether they can be useful to transfer. This may be
helpful to the research of the random crop strategies.
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